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STEVE ELLS

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

Replacing seat rails and adding secondary seat stops

Hi Steve,
My mechanic just sent me pictures of the seat rails in my
1975 Cessna 172M, Serial No. 63472. He said the rails are
no good and that I have to replace them. They have big
cracks in them.
He wants to buy new seat rails from a company called
McFarlane. Is that a good idea? I thought aftermarket stuff isn’t
as good as the parts from Cessna.
I don’t want to regret buying aftermarket parts. What do
you think?
Seat Rail Sandy

Dear Sandy,
From your description of the cracks, your seat rails are
beyond worn out. Good find by your mechanic; he deserves a
six-pack of doughnuts.
I am greatly in favor of buying the replacement seat
rails from the company your mechanic has recommended.
McFarlane Aviation is, in my opinion, a godsend to Cessna
owners. This company is in Baldwin City, Kansas, and seems
to add more and more FAA-approved replacement parts for
Cessna singles every day.
In my opinion, the McFarlane replacement seat rails are far
better than the rails from Cessna. They are thicker through the
web section and they are less expensive.
The seat rails for your 172M are (from left to right) Part
Nos. 0511243-5 (outboard) and -4 (inboard) on the pilot’s side;
and 0511243-4 (inboard) and -6 (outboard) on the copilot’s
side. McFarlane uses Cessna part numbers and adds MC as
a prefix to denote a McFarlane-produced part, so 0511243-5
becomes a MC0511243-5.
The industry has overwhelmingly chosen the McFarlane
seat rails over the Cessna rails, to the point where it’s hard
to find a vendor that sells the seat rails made by Cessna. All
the big parts vendors such as Aircraft Spruce and Specialty
sell McFarlane seat rails.
Today’s price for a set of McFarlane seat rails for your 172M
is $972. McFarlane also sells templates ($6 to $8, depending on
model) that I’ve used to duplicate the rivet pattern of the origi-

The Cessna inertia-reel-type stop can be installed in
several different orientations. Cessna is providing the
secondary seat stop parts free of charge until the end
of 2023. Owners still need to pay for installation.
nal rails. The rivet spacing and placement vary from airplane to
airplane, so using the template to transfer the rivet pattern to
the new rail is critical.
The original rails were riveted in place when the floor assembly was being built up. Therefore, it can be very difficult to
get the access needed to buck the backside of the new rivets.
I’ve had to modify many a bucking bar to cover the nooks and
crannies under the floor.
On Aug. 26, 2002, the FAA issued Revised Special
Airworthiness Information Bulletin (SAIB) No. CE-90-03R2.
This bulletin contained two important messages. First was the
admonition that new seat rails are delivered with pilot holes
only and that the installation is only airworthy if all the original fasteners are installed. That seems like a no-brainer, but I
have seen rail installations that were approved for return-toservice without filling all the original holes with a fastener.
The second message in the SAIB is the approval to use screws
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in lieu of rivets to install the rails if the screws meet certain
criteria and if the rails are spot-faced (to provide a flat surface)
at each hole and the holes are reamed to fit the shank of the
screws. This is the text:
It is permissible to substitute screws with ultimate
tensile strength exceeding 50 ksi. Example of such
screws are AN515, AN520, AN525, MS35206,
MS35207, MS35214, MS35215, MS35218,
MS35219, MS51957, or MS51958 with lock nuts
provided the holes are ream fit and spot faced.
McFarlane also sells rivet kits and screw kits as well as the
proper reamers and spot facing tool.
Since spot facing and hole reaming adds to labor costs, my
preference is to use rivets in all the holes that are accessible for
riveting and finish the job using screws. Riveting is quick and
inexpensive. McFarlane’s rivet kits cost just over $25 while the
screw kits are priced at slightly less than $120. The spot face kit
sells for slightly over $80.
There are several Airworthiness Directives that focus on
Cessna seats and seat rails. The original AD issued in 1987 was
87-20-03R2. It was superseded by 2011-10-09, which applies
to all Cessna single-engine airplanes and the T303, 336 and 337
twin-engine Cessnas built prior to 1996. The 2011 AD says:
[Existing AD 87-20-03R2] currently requires repetitive
inspections and replacement of parts, if necessary,
of the seat rail and seat rail holes; seat pin engagement; seat rollers, washers, and axle bolts or bushings;
wall thickness of roller housing and the tang; and lock
pin springs.

The new 2011-10-09 AD clarifies some of the inspections
steps and adds illustrations.
McFarlane also sells a seat track wear gauge (McFarlane Part
No. Gauge SR1) that makes wear inspections simple.
This is a very important AD, especially for early model,
pre-1974 Cessna singles that only had a single locking pin to
engage the hole in the seat rail. 1974 and later singles had two
locking pins that engaged holes in the seat rails.
Wear in seat rails and seat rollers, roller housings and other
parts has resulted in seats slipping during flight operations. If
slippage occurs during takeoff roll, the seat will slide aft, rapidly taking the pilot and his grip on the control wheel with it. The
result is an extreme pitch up at high power and low airspeed.
This has resulted in more than one fatal crash.
Cessna issued Service Bulletin SEB89-2 titled “Pilot Seat
Secondary Seat Stop Installation” back in 1989. It was superseded by SEB07-5 and has now been revised six times. (A link
to the most current version can be found in Resources. —Ed.)
The seat stop from Cessna consists of an inertia-reel-type strap
reel that is attached to the seat base. The end of the strap is
attached to a reinforced stud that is mounted in the floor. A
release handle lets the reel rotate. When the handle is released,
the reel locks, preventing the seat from sliding aft.
According to SEB07-5R6, the parts for the Cessna secondary seat stop system are free when the parts are ordered by a
Cessna Service Center. Installation times vary from 2.5 to 4.9
hours. The free parts deadline has been extended to Dec. 31,
2023. To receive credit, the work must be completed by a Cessna
Authorized Service Facility and a warranty clam submitted.
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continued on Page 83...

Aero Technologies’ secondary seat stop,
the Saf-T-Stop, is sold in pairs and slides
over the pilot and copilot seat rails.
Tightening the ring bolt puts pressure on
the top of the seat rail. The company also
makes a cargo ring for Cessna seat rails
(topmost image).
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Loree Air offers the Aerostop seat lock secondary seat stop. This
device slides over the Cessna seat rail and is secured using a lever,
which applies a pressure pad on the top side of the seat rail.

McFarlane Aviation’s replacement seat rails are thicker through the
web section than the OEM rails, and are less expensive, too. They are
a popular choice with Cessna owners.

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
continued from Page 22...
A quicker-to-install and readilyavailable solution is to use aftermarket
stops, called secondary seat stops. These
are easy to install on seat rails and act
as “preventers” to make sure that there’s
a secondary system to keep the seat
from sliding too far aft. One is by Aero
Technologies Inc. It’s called the Saf-TStop (Street price is around $50 for a
pair. —Ed.). The other I know of is the
Aerostop (Current list price is $189.95
on the Aerostop website. —Ed.).
The Saf-T-Stop and the Aerostop slide
over a seat rail. The Saf-T-Stop is then
secured in position by screwing in a ring
bolt which applies pressure to the top
of the rail. The Aerostop is secured by a
lever that applies and releases a pressure
pad that bares on the top of the seat rail.
Pay attention to the seat rails and seat
assemblies for wear. Replace worn parts
and install one of the secondary seat
stops or the Cessna system. You’ll be
glad you did.
IMPORTANT: This article describes work
that may need to be performed/supervised
by a certificated aviation maintenance technician. Know your FAR/AIM and check
with your mechanic before starting any work.
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McFarlane Aviation
mcfarlaneaviation.com
SECONDARY SEAT STOPS
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FURTHER READING
AD 2011-10-09, SAIB CE-90-03R2,
SB 07-05R6
CessnaFlyer.org/forum under
“Magazine Extras”
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